
Abstract:

1. Introduction
Modern manufacturing process, especially in aero-

space and automotive industries, requires more sophis-
ticated measuring devices. Verification process became
inessential part in modern production, so the accurate
measurement, high number of data collection and mea-
suring velocity plays important role and cannot be achie-
ved simultaneously at the satisfactory level. Dynamics
became the dominant source of potential measurement
error.

Scanning probes are commonly used in CMM machi-
nes. The main asset of this solution is a great number of
data to be collected which influences on the final accu-
racy of measurement. Another advantages of this inspec-
tion is possibility to measure in continuous way number
of points when the machine is moving.

One of the significant limitations of scanning speed
determines the dynamic effects of the whole measuring
system [1]-[3]. The Probe itself, machine, controller, ca-
libration process, must be inter-related, as well as the
measurement techniques have to be designed to ensure
the better performance of the measurement.

This article focuses mainly on the scanning probes
and their influence on accuracy of the measurement. It is
crucial to recognize kinetics properties of scanning pro-
bes. Well known method of research, based on shape arti-
facts [4]-[6], demands advanced and complicated equip-
ment [7]-[16]. International standards also provide so-

Scanning probes, also known as measuring probes, are
one of the most used solution for coordinate measuring
machines (CMM), because of ability to collect large amount
of measuring points as well as fast measurements. Fast
measurement and accuracy of measuring system have re-
cently determined two critical parameters which decide
about effectiveness of the machine. Dynamic is the most
significant factor limiting accuracy of measurement. Majo-
rity of research into scanning CMM does not separate the
performance of the probing system from the other error
sources of the machines, so a real error influenced by the
probing system is not deeply determined. This paper pre-
sents the scanning probe model regardless the machine
links. Determined model makes possible to better under-
stand the probing process with higher speeds and optimize
the measuring process. Finally (future work), optimization
algorithms will be proposed and applied to the probing
system and the result will be improved accuracy.
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me recommendations [17]-[19] concerning this type of
measurements. Regardless of the scanning properties of
measurement it is very important to create a theoretical
model of scanning probe with mathematically calculated
parameters of scanning.

This model allows optimizing the mechanical proper-
ties of probes as well as measuring algorithms, which fi-
nally leads to improved accuracy with high dynamics of
measurements.

Scanning probes consist of three perpendicularly
mounted guideways which are parallel to machine axes to
perform the axis movement of stylus tip. Each guideway
is incorporated with length measuring system with range
up to a few millimeters and a typical resolution of 0.1
um. In fact, small range of scanning probes is compen-
sated by machine movements for achieving continuous
contact between stylus tip and material.

There are two types of scanning probes on the market,
assive and active ones. A passive probe is based on simple
measurement of tip displacement, while machine is mo-
ving. Contact force is controlled and evaluated using
three (one axes each) parallel electronic springs which
give an electrical signal proportionally to the acting
force. Active sensors represent a different approach to
measurement. Active scanning sensors use a motorized
mechanism that is able to control the stylus movement
and modulate the contact force with the component.

Scanning probe itself can be easily modeled using the
mechanical components. A model consist of mass which
represent mass M of (stylus, stylus carrier, transducers,
guide ways, springs). Probing system also can be descri-
bed by stiffness K1 of probe mechanism and stiffness of
stylus, and damping C1. Taking these factors into consi-
deration we can easily evaluated simple probe model
(Fig.1).

2. Kinetic model of scanning passive probes

a) b)

Fig. 1. CMM passive scanning probe: a) picture [20], b) one
dimensional mechanical model.
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As the first part of simulation model one dimensional
probe has been evaluated. It means that model cover only
one degree of freedom probe which theoretically can
measure with only one direction.

It takes into consideration only probe mechanics re-
gardless effect of stylus stiffness and stylus mass. Propo-
sed model can be described using a mathematic formula
as the second order differential equation:

(1)

where:
- time,
- probe response,

- second derivative of ,

- first derivative , free undamped fre-

quency, and damped frequency.

The equation (1) has the following solution:

(2)

Initial value considerations, and , pa-
rameters i can be expressed[21]:

(3)

(4)

For the experimental evaluation of unknown parame-
ters , special measuring stand based
on laser interferometer was prepared and described in
Fig. 2. A small retroreflector with known mass 1 was atta-
ched to the probe carrier (styli were removed). Laser head
3 and stationary optics 2 were located on machine table
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Fig. 2. Measurement of mechanical parameters of the scan-
ning probes: 1 - laser head, 2 - machine table, 3 - stationary
optics , 4 - retroleflector, 5 - scanning probe.
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4. This configuration allowed measuring the free vibra-
tion of scanning probes. The initial values of measure-
ment where executed using external forces. Unknown
parameters where evaluated on the basis of free vibration
characteristics of probe mechanism using “additional
mass methods” [21]. The evaluated parameters allow for
determining the dynamic properties such as stiffness of
probing system, damping and masses. These parameters
state the dynamic properties of the probing system,
which have influence on accuracy of measurement espe-
cially with increased scanning speed.

3. Experiments
This type of measurement evaluated for two types of

scanning probes: Vast XXT manufactured by Zeiss, and
SP600 manufactured by Renishaw. Vast XXT is described as
passive probes with maximum permissible error of scann-
ing = 2.7 μm, according ISO standards. SP600 is also
typically passive probes with accuracy = 3.4 μm.

Determined parameters of model can be easily adap-
ted to a mathematical formula. The solution of equation
1 gives “real” probe response for different forcing func-
tions. The result of VAST XXT and SP600 output perfor-
mance simulations for forcing function “sin( t)(1-Heavi-
side(t-1)) were presented in the Figures 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. Simulation of forcing response for VAST XXT probe.

Fig. 4. Simulation of forcing response for SP600 probe.
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An excitation function applied to the proposed model,
which represents the measuring surface (sinus), only gi-
ves symmetric errors which are proportional to the maxi-
mum of excitation function. Proposed model applied to
the evaluated probes show that error is bigger than Maxi-
mum Permissible Error MPETij specified by manufacturers
of probe. For VAST XXT specified in datasheet equal
2.7 μm but obtained by the model is closely 3.4 μm. Big-
ger difference between obtained results and repre-
sents SP600 probe. For SP600 maximum permissible error
describing accuracy of probe according ISO 10360-4 stan-
dards equals 3.4 μm. Simulations show that error equals
12 um, which is over than expected.

Proposed kinetic model and simulation represent only
mechanical properties of probe transducers which can be
valuable for probe designers and manufacturers. Deep
knowledge about scanning probes principles is inessen-
tial, so the prospective model should provide information
about wider group of measuring surface especially with
the high speed curvature performed for high speed scan-
ning. It is necessarily to develop model for future simula-
tion of additional dynamic effect as stylus bending, fric-
tion between stylus tip and surface, micro- and macro
geometry of measured surface. Improved model allows
to compensate dynamic effects of scanning probes
operation.
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